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ABSTRACT

We propose a blind image watermarking algorithm that has
three main features: (1) it satisfies an undetectability con-
straint with respect to a statistical image model, (2) it re-
jects host-signal interference, and (3) it is robust against ad-
ditive and multiplicative noise, filtering, cropping, and ran-
dom bending.

1. INTRODUCTION

In some applications, it is desired to secretly embed infor-
mation into cover data, in such a way that the presence of
embedded information is undetectable. Such is the case in
steganography, where a sender wishes to secretly transmit
data to a receiver [1]. It is often assumed that the stego
data (output of the steganographic code) are received with-
out transmission errors (the so-called passive warden sce-
nario).

Another type of application, which is explored in this
paper, is digital signature verification with the additional re-
quirement that embedding of the digital signature into the
host data be undetectable by the general public (by eaves-
droppers). This property of the verification system could be
useful in applications such as� security applications. If signature embedding is sta-

tistically visible, then appropriate attacks can be often
designed to remove the signature. 1� monitoring systems in which the document owner wishes
to discretely verify the trustworthiness of users.� copyright protection systems in which the document
owner does not wish to publicly announce that he
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1Consider for example embedding of signatures at secret locations in
the Fourier domain [2, 3]. Unless special precautions are taken, these lo-
cations can be guessed by an attacker following a simple spectral analysis.

is protecting some documents, because of sensitive
commercial or political issues.� other forensic watermarking systems.

The difference between the above applications and passive-
warden steganography is that (1) perhaps as little as one bit
of information is to be hidden (because the receiver knows
the digital signature to be verified), and (2) the system should
be designed so that reliable verification is possible even when
the marked data are degraded (attacked).

While there has been considerable literature on robust,
blind image watermarking in the last ten years, the best
methods (those that reject host-signal interference at the de-
tector) do not satisfy an undetectability condition. This is
true of most QIM (quantization index modulation) water-
marking systems. Two recently developed stochastic QIM
systems [4] satisfy an undetectability condition, and this pa-
per explores the possibility of making such systems robust
against signal-dependent noise and geometric attacks.

The method developed in this paper is in a sense also
analogous to STDM (spread transform dither modulation
[5]) or sparse QIM [6] methods: secret image components
are coarsely quantized. The receiver knows the location of
the secret components. Three differences with respect to
STDM and sparse QIM methods are a) 1-bit quantization is
used; b) the encoder is a stochastic encoder [4], introducing
a source of randomness that is unknown to the detector; and
c) the statistics of image components plays a central role in
the system design and in the performance analysis.

2. HOST IMAGE MODEL

Our approach is based on a statistical model for the squared
magnitude of the 2-D DFT of the image. Let �����	��
��
������
������� �	��
���
������
������ be the domain over which the image �! #"%$&
'")(� is defined. The image is viewed as a realization from a



random process, to be defined. Its 2-D DFT is*  ,+�$-�/.021�3 �! 4" � 
'" � $65�7�8 ��92:<;&= 0 ='>@?A=6B%;DC 0 C�>@?EC'F 
G+H(I�KJ
Its power spectrum isL �M  ,+�$-�ONQP *  ,+R$�P � 
G+H(I�KJ
Let SL �M  ,+�$ be a good estimator of L �M  ,+�$ . Define the normal-
ized periodogram,T  ,+�$-� P *  ,+�$P �SL �M  U+�$ 
G+H(V�KJ (1)

Also define a DFT phase sequence WYX� ,+�$ such that*  ,+�$-�ZP *  ,+�$�P 5�[�\ :<;�F 
G+H(I�KJ
Statistical Model: T  U+�$ are i.i.d. random variables with

unit exponential distribution: ]_^` T $a�b5 7dc for Tfe � . The
power spectrum

*  U+�$ is assumed to be slowly varying.
Under the above assumption, the power spectrum can

be reliably estimated from data by lowpass filtering the pe-
riodogram, so we have SL �M  ,+�$-g L �M  ,+�$ . The model above is
motivated by spectral theory for wide-sense stationary ran-
dom processes [7].

To illustrate the validity of the above model for T  U+�$ ,
we computed the histogram of T  ,+�$ for Lena, as shown in
Fig. 1. The fit to the exponential pdf is nearly perfect. (Note
that due to the h�i�j � h�ikj size of the image, probabilities of
the order of �� 7dl cannot be reliably estimated.)
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Fig. 1. Log histogram for normalized periodogram of Lena.

Attacks. Some simplified models for attacks on m are
considered in this paper.

Linear Filtering: no U+�$)�pmq U+�$6rq ,+�$&
G+s(t� , whererq ,+�$ is a slowly varying function.

Multiplicative Noise. Same as above, except that ru ,+�$ is
a noise sequence whose pdf is concentrated in the
range v ��J w�
���Jx��y .

Cropping. In the frequency domain, the effect of cropping
is to convolve mq ,+�$ with the 2-D DFT of the window
function used for cropping.

Warping (or random bending). This causes a frequency-
dependent spread of DFT components, which is be-
nign at low frequencies but severe at high frequen-
cies.

3. EMBEDDING MODEL #1

First consider a marking model that is resistant against noise
and linear filtering attacks but not against strong cropping
and warping.

Given the host signal � , compute the normalized peri-
odogram as described in (1). Select a set z|{ made of } se-
cret frequencies +2�k
�+��k
����&
�+!~ in the range z����Zv +���� ��
�+����'��y � .
Let �`��� ����� �-� and T {��Z�V�x�`� . Observe that ����v�� e�T {�yY�� . Define the three pdf’s]R�� T $�� ] ^  T $ (2)]_�'�2 T $�� �� ]�^� T $_��� c��dc ��� (3)]����� T $�� ��`�)� ]�^` T $���� �  c�¡dc � � (4)

Therefore ]_^¢�/�U]����¤£¥ 6���¦��$#]���� . These three pdf’s are
shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Pdf’s ] � , ]���� and ]���� .
The marking process is defined as follows. For +§(§z {

let ¨T  ,+�$ be equal to T  ,+�$ if T  ,+�$ e¢T { ; otherwise generate
i.i.d ¨T  U+�$ from the pdf ]_�'� . For +ª©(«z¬{ let ¨T  ,+�$ be equal toT  ,+�$ if �o T  ,+�$� T { ; otherwise generate i.i.d. ¨T  ,+�$ from]���� . Therefore ¨T  U+�$ are independent, with pdf ]Y��� if +®(«z¬{
and ]_�'� if +¦(�z¥¯°z¬{ . Next let P m¦ ,+�$P�� L M  U+�$&± ¨T  U+�$ .
The marked signal is defined asmq U+�$-�¥P mq U+�$�P 5�[ \ :<;�F 
G+H(I�KJ
The set z¬{ is the secret shared between the embedder and
detector. The embedding distortion is an increasing function
of � .

Observe that the marking scheme satisfies a stegano-
graphic constraint in the sense that according to our model
2, the pdfs of

*
and m (averaged with respect to z|{ ) are

2More work is needed to see how well this model holds in practice.



identical. (Of course the pdf of m conditioned on z|{ is
markedly different from ] M .) From the attacker’s perspec-
tive, reliably estimating the secret z�{ is straightforward when���²� (the attacker would easily defeat our scheme in this
case) but becomes impossible when ��³´� .

4. DETECTION

We have two hypotheses: r � (unmarked signal n ) and r®�
(marked signal n ). The detector shares the secret z { with
the embedder.

Given the data µ , the detector first computes an estimateSL �¶  ,+�$ of the power spectrum of n and next computes the
normalized periodogramT ¶  ,+�$-� P no ,+�$�P �SL �¶  ,+�$ 
G+H(«z|J (5)

Due to our smoothness assumptions and model for filtering
attacks, SL �¶  ,+�$ is a reliable estimator of the power spectrumL �¶  ,+�$-� L �M  U+�$�P ru ,+�$�P � of n .

4.1. No Attacks

In the absence of attacks ( n·�¸m ), the rival pdfs of T ¶ can
be derived exactly:¹º » r|�¼�´� ¶  U+�$-½¸¾,J ¾,J ¿_JD]�� 
�+H(Hzr � �´� ¶  U+�$-½¸¾,J ¾,J ¿_JD] ��� 
�+H(Hz¬{� ¶  U+�$-½¸¾,J ¾,J ¿_JD] ��� 
�+H(Hz¸¯az¬{ (6)

A randomized likelihood ratio test (LRT) is optimal un-
der a Neyman-Pearson setup for the hypothesis testing prob-
lem [8]. The probabilities of false alarm (false positives)
and of correct detection are denoted by ��ÀYÁ and �EÂ , re-
spectively. The LRT is a comparison of the likelihood ratioÃ  T ¶ $ with a threshold Ä . We haveÃ  T ¶ $-� ]_�� T ¶ $]R�� T ¶ $ ��Å 5 � �-� Æ :<Ç,F �°z ���'È,É,Ê �Oz� � else

(7)

where Ë� 4��$��Ì�·���R�x�`���¬ '���¤�D$��x�� 6�!�°��$ is the binary entropy
function (in nats), and z�����È4ÉUÊÍ�Î��+b(¢zÏ{Ð� T ¶  ,+�$ eT {��¤Ñ¦��+¸(¼zZ¯¤z¬{p� T ¶  U+�$«Ò T {��ªÓtz is the set of
“positive matches”.

The Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) [8] for the
detector is given by� Â �¸ÔÕ¾x�% '��
�5 � �Q� Æ :ÖÇ4F � À%Á $�
��Õ¦� ÀYÁ ¼��J (8)

The points in the range �HÒ¼� À%Á Ò¼5 7 � �-� Æ :<Ç,F are achieved
using a randomized LRT.

Remark. The ROC is independent of the energy of the
host image. It depends only on the product of P zoP and Ë% ,��$ .

4.2. Attacks

Motivated by the analysis in the previous subsection, we use�Ï����È4ÉUÊ×�ØP z¤����È4ÉUÊ�P as a test statistic. Our test is of the form

� ����È4ÉUÊ r �ÙÒr �ÛÚ (9)

Observe that �¬���'È4ÉUÊ is a sufficient statistic [8] for detec-
tion in the absence of attacks. Moreover, ������È4ÉUÊ is almost
invariant to filtering attacks.

4.3. Numerical Results

We applied the detector (9) to the h�i�j � h�i�j Lena image.
The region zp�Ì�pv + ��� � 
D+ ����� y � was made of middle- and
high-frequency DFT coefficients: + ��� � �tÜ�� and + ����� �h�h�� . We chose �°� ���Ý . For each experiment we performed
1000 Monte-Carlo simulations in which the noise realiza-
tion (if applicable) and the set z�{ were randomly varied.
We tested our detector using the following degraded images:� a heavily blurred version of Lena. The blurring filter

was a h�� � h�� box filter.� a noisy version of Lena. The noise was multiplicative
and Gaussian with a mean of 1 and variance 0.02.

Not a single false positive or false negative was obtained.

5. EMBEDDING MODEL #2

The marking model needs to be modified in order to cope
with strong cropping or warping attacks. Cropping results in
blurring in the frequency domain. Warping causes frequency-
dependent spread in the frequency domain. Let z 8 denote a
neighborhood of

Ã
frequencies around frequency + 8 . DefineÞ  <ß2$Q� .à 1 �_á T  #â6$�
 (10)

which is half a ã � random variable with h Ã degrees of free-
dom.

If
Ã

is large enough that most of the frequency spread
is contained within z 8 , then the features Þ  xß2$ are relatively
insensitive to frequency spreading. (In addition, they inherit
the relative insensitivity of the original features T  #â6$ to lin-
ear filtering).

The embedding algorithm of Sec. 3 is modified as fol-
lows. Choose two “sufficiently large” integers } � 
&} � , and
let äå�p����
�h�
������
&} � } � � and �I� �~ C . Partition the fre-
quency range z·�¥v +���� ��
�+������	y � into }�� regions æ«�k
�����&
'æH~ = .
Each region æ 8 = is further subdivided into }!� size-

Ã 8 = neigh-
borhoods z 8 , where  <ß��a�q��$D}���ÒÍß�ªß���}�� . In our design,



the regions �æ 8 = � and neighborhoods �z 8 � have square
shapes. The neighborhood sizes

Ã ��
�����&
 Ã ~ = are odd in-
tegers, with mean

Ã ��� �~ =-ç ~ =8 ='è�� Ã 8 = , and so P äéP Ã �ØP zoP .
Next select randomly a neighborhood z 8 from each regionæ 8 = , The set ä®{ÏÓ¸ä indexing the selected neighborhoods
has size } � and is a secret shared with the detector. A 1-D
version of the selection procedure is illustrated in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. (1-D) Selection of intervals z 8 
!ßê(ëä �����
�h�
�����
��	h�� . Here } � �bÜ , } � ��ì , � Ã 8 = �×�Z��h�
�h�
'ÜR
'Ü�� ,
and ä®{��·�	ì�
�i�
Dí2
�	h�� .

For any
Ã

, define Þ {î as half the � -quantile of the ã �� î
distribution, i.e., ����v �� ã �� î Ù Þ {î y��¼� . Define the pdf’s] ��ï î � �h ã �� î (11)]���� ï î  Þ $G� �� ] �ï î  Þ $�����ð � ð �ñ � (12)]���� ï î  Þ $G� ��`�ª� ] �ï î  Þ $���� �  ð ¡ ð �ñ � (13)

Therefore ]R��ï î �¸�U] �'� ï î £¸ '���ª�D$#] ��� ï î for all
Ã

.
A marking process similar to that described in Sec. 3 is

applied to � Þ  <ß2$D� , resulting in marked coefficients ��¨Þ  <ß!$��
that have the same pdf (averaged over äI{ ) as the original
pdf. Next let ¨T  ,+�$°�pòð : 8 Fð : 8 F T  U+�$ for all +é(ªz 8 , ß§(uä , and¨T  U+�$Ï� T  U+�$ for all other values of + . Obtain the marked
signal m from �R¨T  U+�$D� as described in Sec. 3.

The set ä { is the secret shared between the embed-
der and detector. The marking scheme satisfies a stegano-
graphic constraint in the sense that the pdfs of

*
and m

(averaged with respect to äH{ ) are identical.
For detection, we use the same assumptions about the

detector’s knowledge as before. The detector first computes
the normalized periodogram (5) and then the statisticsÞ ¶  xß2$-� .à 1 � á T ¶  4âó$&
ôß�(IäIJ (14)

The test is (9), with test statistic now given by �|���'È4ÉUÊª�P ä ���'È4ÉUÊ P , where ä ����È4ÉUÊ �·�Dßo(Vä«{u� Þ ¶  xß2$ e¦Þ {î �_ÑÕ�DßÕ(ä¥¯õäH{ö� Þ ¶  <ß2$õÒ Þ {î � .
We tested this detector using the following degraded im-

ages:� a cropped version of Lena, in which only the �	i�j ���ikj center part of her face is retained.

� a heavily warped, difformed version of Lena (see Fig. 4).
The warping field was a 2-D AR(1) Gaussian process.
The maximal pixel deviation for typical realizations
of this process was 15.

Very warped Lena

Fig. 4. Warped Lena.

Applying the test (9) to cropped and warped versions of
Lena and using +���� �®�·Ü!� , +����'�o�Øh�hk� , �×� ���Ý , ��+ 8 
Ußf(äV�×�·�	Ü���
�j���
�����D
�h�hk��� � , ��+ 8 
@ßo(fäH{��×�·��÷���
��÷���� � andÃ �øi , we have obtained no errors in the cropping case
and error probabilities lower than 10% in the case of severe
warping.
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